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Problem: 
Do VersaLogic CPU boards support power management features such as standby and 
hibernation? 

Background: 
The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) specification was first released in 
1996 to provide an open industry standard for hardware interfaces, motherboard and device 
configuration, and power management. Arguably, the most important aspect of the specification 
is its definition of working and sleep states (also called global states), which are the foundation 
of power management. Over the years, improvements have been made to the specification, 
most notably the application of power management features to desktop (not just portable) 
computers and the migration of power management control from the BIOS to the operating 
system (OS). 

For ACPI power management to work, the OS, motherboard chipset, and for some functions 
even the CPU must be designed to support it. Windows 98 was the first OS to support early, 
less robust implementations of power management. Subsequent releases of Windows have 
incorporated more power management features, such as standby and hibernation, as the 
specification has evolved. Linux still has incomplete (but evolving) support for ACPI. 

The ACPI specification defines six global power states, numbered from S0 (power on) to S5 
(power off). Global power states S1 to S4 are sleep states. The most common of these states 
are S3, known as "standby" or "suspend to RAM" mode, and S4, known as "hibernation" or 
"suspend to disk" mode. In standby mode, main memory remains powered, while almost all 
other components are powered off. Power consumption in the S3 state is very low (about 1 watt 
in the VersaLogic EPM-5 board), and wakeup is quick (1 to 6 seconds). Hibernation mode 
provides the most power savings, but wakeup is slower. Even so, wakeup from hibernation can 
improve boot time significantly. 

For more details, see the Wikipedia article on Advanced Configuration and Power Interface. 

Or see the ACPI Specification at www.acpi.info. 

Solution: 
The S4 hibernation mode can be implemented on VersaLogic CPU boards capable of running 
an ACPI-compliant OS. VersaLogic Customer Support has verified that hibernation works on the 
following boards running under Windows XP: 

 EBX-12 (Cobra) 
 EPIC-2 (Gecko) 
 EPM-5 (Puma) 
 EPM-CPU-10 (Jaguar) 
 VSBC-8 

In order for maximum power savings to be realized, the power supply unit must be turned off 
after the suspend to disk operation. The next time the system is turned on, the system returns to 
the exact state it was in when put into hibernation.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acpi
http://www.acpi.info/
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Currently, only the EPM-5 (Puma) supports standby mode. See the EPM-5 Reference Manual 
for details. Other future VersaLogic CPU boards will support the S3 state. 

Power Management Setup: 
Before attempting to use sleep states in Windows, install the most current drivers for all system 
devices. If a driver is not installed correctly, an exclamation point will appear before the device 
name in Device Manager. Incorrectly installed or older drivers may prevent the system from 
entering a sleep state. 

Sleep states can be entered through the OS (by configuring the standby settings in Power 
Options Properties) or programmatically, through a function call or the execution of a shutdown 
utility. The Windows function used to set the system power state is SetSystemPowerState. The 
"Power Management Reference" in the MSDN Library 
(http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp) contains complete information on the API 
available for power control under Windows. 

The Microsoft Windows utility DUMPPO.EXE can be used to set up and fine tune ACPI power 
states. 
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